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Heartland Cuisine from Chef Howard Hanna of The Rieger 
After graduating first in his class at 
The Culinary Institute of America, 
followed by positions in New York 
City with Larry Forgione and Danny 
Meyer, Midwestern-born Chef 
Howard Hanna travelled extensively 
through California, Italy and France, 
working in some of the world’s most 
acclaimed restaurants as well as 
local taquerias, trattorias, and bistros 
before heading back home to Kansas 
City. Armed with the knowledge and 
expertise to interpret a diverse range 
of flavors while employing world-

class techniques, Chef Hanna is passionately committed to combining global influences with local 
ingredients at his own restaurant, The Rieger, and at Ça Va Champagne Bar. Hanna’s philosophy 
is born of experience: he believes that the best ingredients and the dishes they inpire are grown 
in the heartland – places closest to forests, trees and farmland. He can provide in-depth insights 
into ingredient choice, cultivation and origin; the anatomy of his signature dishes for the season; 
and through work with local purveyors, behind-the-scenes access to what’s happening in the 
heartland cuisine movement right now.  

About The Rieger 

Co-partners Ryan Maybee and Chef Howard Hanna opened The Rieger in 2010. Located at 1924 
Main St. in Kansas City, MO, The Rieger proudly showcases the region’s bounty in the heart of a 
revitalized downtown. Driven by the singular motto, “Beautiful Food for the People,” The Rieger 
offers traditional heartland hospitality with classic dishes and hand-crafted cocktails. Seasonal 
menus change quarterly to highlight the depth of the region’s local ingredients. The building 
basement houses the speakeasy-style bar, Manifesto, opened by Maybee in 2009. The Rieger 
originally opened as a hotel in 1915 and was home to many traveling salesmen, railroad workers, 
and passersby during Kansas City’s formative years; much of the décor remains original. The 
Rieger honors the history of the neighborhood by adding a lasting, fine dining landmark restaurant 
to Kansas City’s downtown scene. For more information: www.theriegerkc.com – 1924 Main 
Street, Kansas City, MO 64108. 

  



 

 

 

 

Highlights of the Spring/Summer 2017 menu at The Rieger include: 
 

Proust of the Prairie 
The Rieger’s Bison Tartare celebrates 
the age of bison and the heartland 
prairie, a sensory experience that brings 
Chef Hanna back to his childhood 
memories of the Tallgrass Prairie, once 
a vibrant hunting land for the greatest 
herds on the plains. The Rieger’s Bison 
Tartare (with sprouted rye, puffed 
buckwheat, charred spelt, sunflower 
seeds, soybean, egg yolk, and 
amaranth) pairs finely chopped raw 
bison sirloin with a medley of grains to 
represent the stages of the prairie: 
sprouted rye recalls the grain as a first 
seedling, buckwheat, cooked and brittle to symbolize the end of the growing season, and charred spelt for 
prairie fire. To Hanna: “The sight, smell, and sound of a prairie fire is a moving thing; seeing Kansas farmers 
burn the fields in the spring is one of my favorite times to drive across the state. I can close my eyes and 
see the lines of fire climbing up the hillsides in the distance at night, and smell the char on the ground that 
lingers for days after the smoke has cleared.” 

Live Fire! Coal-Roasted Griling 
The Rieger’s Coal Roasted Beet 
Salad makes for a very intense spin on 
heartland flavors. Hanna layers locally-
grown golden, Chioggia and Detroit red 
beets directly into a live bed of coal and ash, 
covers them lightly with more coals, and 
leaves them until thoroughly cooked through 
and charred on the outside. The beets are 
dressed with Sherry vinaigrette and 
arranged around freshly strained, creamy 
Lebneh, paired with watercress for a tender, 
bright, peppery green bite. Hanna’s final 
salad component is a variation on the 
Egyptian snack food, dukkah, made with 
Missouri northern pecans, Kansas 

sunflower seeds, and a mix of toasted spices, including smoked paprika, dried mint, parsley, and oregano 
to add crunch, nuttiness, and more spice notes.    

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Pork is a House Specialty   
Chef Hanna emphatically believes that the best 
pork in the country comes from Missouri, 
Kansas and Iowa. Typically, everything on 
the Charcuterie Platter at The Rieger is 
homemade, with all of the pork products 
processed through slow, traditional methods to 
Hanna’s exacting specifications. By popular 
demand, Hanna’s Rieger Pork Soup is the only 
dish on the menu that never changes. Hanna 
combines layers of rich and flavorful pork-
infused broth with garlic, sherry vinegar, and 
slow-roasted pork confit, then tops the dish with 
melted gruyere and a side of cicharron.  

 

Rivers and Streams: Troutdale, KC Shrimp and Fresh Catfish 
Rivers and streams are abundant in the 
Kansas City area. Hannas sources local KC 
Shrimp (a Pacific variety), sustainably 
farm-raised in Green Valley, just east of 
Kansas City, for his housemade Tonnarelli 
Pasta, KC Shrimp  and Spring 
Vegetables. Classic rainbow trout from 
Troutdale is a staple of the Smoked Trout 
Toast (also a popular Champagne nibble 
on the menu of Ça Va, Hanna’s wine bar in 
historic Wesport, KC). Hanna’s preparation 
of Whole Fresh Catfish elevates catfish to 
a fine dining experience, breaded and fried 
in a light, homemade cormeal-tempura that 

recalls the origins of the restaurant. Catfish is historically important in the Midwest and was served in the 
original Rieger Hotel as early as 1921.  

 
For more information, including recipes, imagery and interview requests:  
Susie Riskind, susie@rrpublicrelations.com  Stefanie Schwalb, stefanie@gregorywhitepr.com  
(847) 624-3886     (917) 865-5112 
	



	 	

 
CHEF HOWARD HANNA 

The Rieger ô Ça Va Champagne Bar	 
Kansas City, MO 

 
 

 
Chef Howard Hanna has always believed that the best 
cuisine comes from the heartland. A Midwest native, 
Hanna started working in restaurants as a high school 
student in Manhattan, KS. He opened Coco Bolos in 
Kansas City in 1998, rising from sous chef to chef, an 
experience which launched a lifelong passion for food. 
In 2001, he graduated first in his class from the Culinary 
Institute of America, and gained invaluable experience 
working with Larry Forgione, a pioneer in American 
regional and sustainable cooking. A stage with Italian-
born chef Giovanni Scappin taught him to respect the 
simple and beautiful art of pasta and risotto-making, 
and an immersion at Union Square Café deepened his 
understanding of hospitality under the country’s leading 
restaurateur, Danny Meyer. Hanna’s quest for food and 
wine knowledge led him to travel extensively through 
California, Italy and France, working in some of the 
world’s most acclaimed restaurants as well as local 
taquerias, trattorias, and bistros. He worked at Louis 
Jadot winery and Michelin-starred Hostellerie de 
Levernois in Burgundy, and at Michelin three-star 
Hostellerie de Levernois in Burgundy.  
 

Hanna returned to Kansas City in 2003, and joined the cohort of chefs reshaping the historic 
culinary scene into a vibrant food destination. He joined Chefs Debbie Gold and James Beard-
award winner Michael Smith of 40 Sardines, then helped to open Room 39, as chef de cuisine 
under Ted Habiger (formerly of Union Square Café). In 2007, Howard was appointed Executive 
Chef of the River Club, a landmark restaurant which allowed him to solidify partnerships with the 
rising stars of the local food movement from Green Dirt Farm to Crum’s Heirlooms, Test Kitchen, 
Chef’s Classic and Cochon 555. He continues to be a tireless advocate for local farmers and 
growers, often hosting acclaimed chefs and organizations such as Slow Food and James Beard 
in their discovery of the region.  
 
Hanna realized a lifelong dream in 2010. He opened The Rieger as a Chef-Owner together with 
Partner Ryan Maybee. Situated in Kansas City’s Crossroads district, The Rieger is a beloved 
restaurant that embodies the best of today’s Midwestern cuisine, offering inspired dishes and 
hand-crafted cocktails informed by world experience, but crafted from local ingredients. Hanna’s 
second restaurant concept, Ça Va Champagne Bar, launched in 2014. Another first for Kansas 
City, Ça Va offers dozens of sparkling wines by-the-glass (including rare grower Champagnes) 
paired with Hanna’s take on bistro fare in an ultra-chic setting.  
 



S O U P S /  S A L A D S
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

T H E  R I E G E R  P O R K  S O U P  4 / 7
pork confit, garlic, gruyère, chicharrón

C H I L L E D  P E A  S O U P  4 / 7
mint, yogurt, pea crisp, 
GDF fresh sheep’s milk cheese

R O A S T E D  B E E T  S A L A D  9
lebneh, purslane, watercress, dukkah

J A R D I N I È R E  S A L A D  9
organic lettuces, spring vegetables,
Green Goddess dressing, cured egg yolk

A P P E T I Z E R S
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

C H I C K E N  L I V E R  PÂT É  1 2
assorted alliums, crispy chicken skin, 
everything spice

POLENTA VERDE  9
local polenta, egg yolk, chickweed pesto,
Left Handed Butcher soppressata

B U T T E R  H U M M U S  1 1
crispy lamb, peas, carrots, 
mint schug, crackers

S M O K E D  T R O U T  T O A S T  1 2
Farm to Market Grains Galore,
radish, radish sprouts

B I S O N  TA R TA R E  1 0
sprouted rye, puffed buckwheat, charred spelt,
sunflower seeds, soybean, egg yolk, amaranth

C H A R C U T E R I E
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

C A S E L L A  P R O S C I U T T O  

Q U A I L  B A L L A N T I N E  

V E G E TA B L E  T E R R I N E  

H A M  P I N W H E E L  

B I S O N  T O N G U E  PA S T R A M I  

R A B B I T  T E R R I N E  

L O N Z I N O  

 

P A S T A S
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

G N O C H E T T I  S A R D I  1 3
garlic, black pepper,
creamy tofu, edamame

F O G L I E  d i  O L I V O  1 2
artichoke, gaeta olive, green garlic butter,
orange, coriander, fennel, chili

T O N N A R E L L I  w i t h  K C  S H R I M P  1 3
oyster mushrooms, carrots, fennel,
leeks, mustard greens, oregano cream

N E T T L E  R I S O T T O  1 1
spicy smoked ham, Sneek 1000 day Gouda

BRAUNSCHWEIGER CULETTI di FARFALLE 1 1
peas, mushrooms, asparagus, mustard cream sauce 

E N T R É E S
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

C A M P O  L I N D O  P O U S S I N  2 6
strawberry and rhubarb panzanella,
radish, chicken jus, saba

W H O L E  F R I E D  C AT F I S H  1 8
heirloom beans, spicy slaw, charred lemon

L AY E R E D  C R E P E S  2 5
pecan and sunflower seed butter, local greens,
smoked chiles, mushrooms

K C  S T R I P *  2 8
asparagus trencher, grilled asparagus,
sunny side up duck egg, chives

R A B B I T  P I E  3 3
peas, carrots, spring onions, turnips, greens, 
rabbit velouté, savory duck fat crust

 
* These items served raw or undercooked. Eating raw or under-
cooked foods may increase risk of food-borne illness. Kansas 

City, Missouri Health Department



	 	
	

 
CAITLIN CORCORAN 
Co-Owner, General Manager 

Ça Va Champagne Bar 
Kansas City, MO 

	
 
A Kansas City native, Caitlin Corcoran has 
dedicated her hospitality and beverage 
career to some of the most singular flavors 
in the world: coffee, agave, and most 
recently, Champagne. Corcoran got her 
start as a barista in Kansas City; an after-
school job fueled a passion for service 
honed over a decade in the coffee world in 
training, sales and management. Her sights 
turned to bartending, and she made the 
move from coffee to cocktails to work the bar 
at Port Fonda in Westport. Her hard work 
and dedication to creating “the best agave 
bar program in the Midwest” were 
recognized by Food & Wine Magazine, and 
in 2014, by the foremost bartenders in the 
country.  

 
Corcoran’s cocktail spin on Mexican street corn won her The Paris of the Plains Bartending 
Competition, an unprecedented feat for a relative newcomer to the bar scene. In 2014, she took 
on another challenge, this time in the world of fine wine and bubbly. Corcoran was named general 
manager of newly opened Ça Va, Kansas City’s first and only Champagne bar, named one of 
“the nation’s top wine bars” by Wine Enthusiast. A lifelong learner and teacher, Corcoran is 
pursuing sommelier certification and has applied her collective experience to launching wine 
classes at Ça Va, including a Champagne and cheese collaboration with Green Dirt Farms. 
Fittingly, she resides in the City Market area and has become an enthusiastic advocate for Kansas 
City's dynamic food and drink culture. 
 
 
	



MARINATED  OLIVES . . . 5
Lucques, Picholine and Niçoise olives,

with chili, orange, fennel

DUCK  FAT  KETTLE  CORN . . . 5
Marcona almond, caramel, salt, smoked chili

POMMES  FRITES . . . 5
served with aïoli

BLANC  &  NOIR  HUMMUS . . . 10
tofu hummus, black garlic, black sesame,

olive oil, pita

CHARCUTERIE  BOARD . . . 15
The Left Hand Butcher soppressata, Rare Hare Barn
rabbit terrine, Casella’s prosciutto, toasted brioche,
whole grain mustard, pickles

AÏOLI  COMPLE T . . . 18
chilled platter served with saffron aïoli

KC shrimp, salt-cured catfish, radish, fennel,
haricots verts, pickled quail eggs, shaker potatoes

ORA  KING  SALMON TARTARE* . . . 13
cucumber, turnip, chive, crème fraîche,

lemon, cucumber granité, crackers

THE RIEGER PORK SOUP . . . 7
pork confit, garlic-pork broth, chicharrón, gruyère

DEVILED  EGG  CAESAR* . . . 9
romaine, parmesan, garlic croutons, olives
white anchovy, Caesar dressing

CROQUE  MADAME* . . . 10
grilled ham and cheese sandwich, runny duck egg
 gluten free +1.5

CROQUE  MONSIEUR . . . 10
grilled ham and cheese sandwich, sauce mornay

PAN BAGNAT . . . 9
cured Missouri trout, hardboiled egg, Niçoise olives,
onion, arugula, basil, lemon, olive oil, baguette

CHEF  Howard Hanna

WINE  DIRECTOR  Jim Coley

G ENERAL  MANAGER  Caitlin Corcoran

*Consuming raw or undercooked meats,
poultry, seafood, shellfish, or eggs may increase

your risk of foodborne illness.

CHEESE PL ATE . . . 18
served with accoutrements & crackers

Cottonwood River Reserve Cheddar - raw cow’s milk
     Jason Wiebe Dairy, Durham, Kansas

Natalie in Grey - ash ripened goat’s milk
     Dutch Girl Creamery, Omaha, Nebraska

Bossa - washed rind sheep’s milk
     Green Dirt Farm, Weston, Missouri

LA VIE  EN VERT . . . 12
gin, blanc vermouth, herbes de Provence,

cucumber, peas

F RENCH  75
gin or cognac, lemon, simple

COUNT Y  CORK
Irish whiskey, chartreuse, honey, lemon

THE  CLASSIC
sugar cube, angostura

DEATH  IN  THE  AF TE RNOON
absinthe, sugar cube

BA$IC
vodka, crème de cassis, lemon

BIJOU
J. Rieger & Co. gin, Génépy des Alpes,

sweet vermouth

HOLD  THE  BUBS
lavender honey, lemon, sparkling water

*COMO  LA  FLOR
strawberry shrub, basil, egg white,

sparkling water

BACK  IN ST. OL AF
turmeric, ginger, coconut, lime

ROSÉ SANGRIA . . . 11 / 60
available as a pitcher

Aperol, crème de pêche, orange, mint

YAR A . . . 11
blanco tequila, strawberry shrub,

cilantro, elderflower

CASTEL SOUR . . . 10
rye whiskey, grapefruit, thyme

WELCOME HOME, MURRAY . . . 11
cream sherry, Lillet Rose,

cardamom, Peychaud’s

THE GINGE R GRANT . . . 10
J. Rieger &  Co. vodka, turmeric,

ginger, coconut, lime

All of our classic and seasonal cocktails
are topped with sparkling wine.

Parties of 10 or more are subject to 20% gratuity,
as well as no split checks. Merci, beaucoup!

MOULE S  FRITES . . . 12
mussels, fries, white wine, shallot, garlic,
fine herbs, butter

JARDINIÈRE SALADE . . . 8
local lettuces, raw, grilled & marinated spring
vegetables, creamy herb dressing

CL ASSIC  COCKTAILS

SANS  ALCOOL

SEASONAL COCKTAILS F OO D

$5

[f\

[f\

BITE S . . . 10
potato chips, chives, butter, Show-Me caviar

SERVICE
chives, parsley, shallots, crème fraîche, chips
     Show-Me caviar - 42g - MO ... 45
     Osetra caviar - 30g - Russia ... 95

CAVI AR



  

4149 Pennsylvania Avenue

Kansas City, Missouri

TUES - SAT
4 PM - 1 AM

SUNDAY  BRUNCH
 11 AM - 3 PM

web         :       cavakc.com

phone       :      816.255.3934 

facebook.com/cavakc   @cavakc

#champagneforthepeople

HAPPY  HOUR

Tuesday - Saturday
4PM - 6PM

DRINK  SPECIALS

$6

 $1 off

Sparkling rosé

Prosecco

  J. Rieger & Co. whiskey neat

Still pinot noir or chardonnay

Lillet blanc, rose,
or rouge spritz

all beer

FOOD  SPECIALS

olives ... 4

duck fat kettle corn ... 4

radish & butter tartine ... 7

blanc & noir hummus ... 7

featured cheese ... 7

Fantasma’s finest pit ham with
Cottonwood River Reserve cheddar ... 7

beignets ... 5

Our bottle selection varies with the market

BOT TLE  SPECIALS

Prosecco ... 20

Cava ... 20

Cava rosé ... 22

Still Rosé, Pinot Noir OR Chardonnay ... 24

French sparkling ... 24

French sparkling rosé ... 24

Champagne ... 40

Champagne rosé ... 50

BACK  BAR

MIXERS

AGAVE
Cimarron Blanco Tequila

Del Maguey Chichicapa

Del Maguey Crema

Del Maguey Pechuga

Mezcalero no. 8

Mezcal Vago Elote

Nuestra Soledad Espadin

Sombra Mezcal

Tequila Cabeza

Tequila Ocho Plata

Tequila Ocho Reposado

Tequila Ocho Anejo

AMA RO
Aperol

Averna

Campari

Cardamaro

Cynar

Cynar 70

Fernet Branca Menta

Fernet-Lazzaroni

Fernet-Vallet

J. Rieger & Co. Caffé Amaro

COGNAC/ARMAGNAC
Château Arton Haut-Armagnac La Réserve

Château Arton Haut-Armagnac Millésime 2005

Pierre Ferrand 1840

Tesseron XO

SCOTCH
Caol Ila 12 Year

Dewar’s White Label

Lagavulin 16 Year

Oban 14

 

RUM
Caña Brava

Caña Brava 7 year

Smith & Cross

WHISKEY
Four Roses Yellow

Four Roses Small Batch

J. Rieger & Co. KC Whiskey

J. Rieger & Co. Monogram ‘17

Jameson

Old Overholt

Rittenhouse Rye

Templeton Rye

GIN
Beefeater

Citadelle

Hayman’s Old Tom

Hayman’s Sloe Gin

Hendricks

J. Rieger & Co.

Tanqueray

VODKA
J. Rieger & Co.

S.D. Strong

Tito’s

tonic water  -  soda water

sparkling water - fresh juices - ginger beer

San Pellegrino soda

BEE R

ABSINTHE  SERVICE
Please allow time for this process

1.5 oz pour, sugar cube, ice water drip

ON  TAP

Miller High Life  ...  3

Tank 7  ...  7

BOT TLES  &  CANS

Guinness  ...  6

BLVD Wheat  ...  4

BLVD Pale Ale ... 4

BLVD KC Pils ... 4

BLVD The Calling IPA ... 7

BLVD Tell Tale Tart ... 7

BLVD Seasonal ... mkt

Le Pere Jules Poire Cider 2014 750mL ... 28

Crane Orange Gosé 750mL ... 22

Kubler ... 13

Kubler Verte ... 18

Pernod ... 12

St. George ... 12

Leopold Brother’s Verte ... 16

[f\
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Note: The following service notes were prepared for staff training and education by Chef 
Howard Hanna of The Rieger (Kansas City) to introduce the 2017 Spring/Summer menu. 
Please contact Helen Gregory, helen@gregorywhitepr.com for more information.  

 
SOUP & SALADS 

 
Chilled Pea Soup 
Peas are one of the great Spring vegetables, so we wanted to start the menu out with a 
dish that highlights them. To keep it light and vegetarian, we’re using yogurt for the base, 
which will give the dish some creaminess and body without adding a lot of fat or starch 
and a nice tanginess that compliments the sweetness of the peas. We’ll also add a 
squeeze of lime juice to wake it up a bit more with another bright note.  For a crunchy 
garnish, we’re going to try making a pea crisp by dehydrating a puree of peas in a thin 
layer. We’ll make a mousse with Green Dirt Farm fresh cheese (Sheep’s milk – 
farmstead – Weston, MO), whipped with a little cream, salt, and pepper, so that it is a 
pipe-able consistency. We’ll pipe little dots or rosettes onto the pea crisp. Last, we’ll float 
a couple pea shoots on top of the soup. This will make a nice refreshing start to a meal. 
 
The Rieger Pork Soup 
I created the base for this soup for a pork-centric competition called Cochon 555.  I 
wanted to do a simple but delicious pork soup by making an amazing pork stock, 
reducing it down a bit, and enriching it with some trotters.  For another dish I made some 
pork confit and I had several heads of garlic left over that I had cooked with the confit.  I 
decided to puree them into my pork broth and call it “pork and garlic soup.”  I garnished it 
with nettle pesto. With French onion soup in mind, I decided to add shredded up pork 
confit, which would mimic the traditional onions, and to float a crispy pork skin on top in 
lieu of a crouton to hold up the oozy, melted Gruyere. Thus, the Rieger Pork Soup was 
born. While it is extremely rich and hearty, we finish it with Angostura bitters and sherry 
vinegar, which balance it out and cut the fat.  It’s become our signature dish. It is the 
only item that has been on the menu at the Rieger since we opened. 
 
Coal Roasted Beet Salad  
Beet salads are a pretty common player in Spring menus. I love how most of what we 
think about as Spring is green, light, sweet and crunchy, but beets really round out the 
picture by providing a deep earthiness and a juicy meaty texture. The center of the plate 
for the salad will be a molded cylinder of lebneh. Around the cheese on the plate will be 
large irregularly shaped torn hunks of beets. For this we’ll coal roast the beets to 
intensify their flavor and add a little bit of smoke. It’s not listed on the menu, but we’ll 
dress them lightly in sherry vinaigrette. I’ve always thought the nutty sweetness of sherry 
vinegar works great with the earthiness of the beets. Whenever possible, we’ll use 
different types of beets. To add a different texture and color, we’re using watercress. The 
last component of the salad is dukkah, which will be sprinkled over the beets and the 
greens. To make dukkah our own, we’ll sub in Missouri Northern pecans and  Kansas 
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sunflower seeds, along with a mix of toasted spices, including smoked paprika, and 
dried mint, parsley, and oregano.   
 
Jardinière Salad  
Jardinière means “gardener” in French, and in culinary usage, it refers to dishes 
containing or garnished with lots of garden vegetables. This salad will be a celebration of 
the bounty of our region’s farms.  Everything on it will be local, but it will change as 
Spring turns to Summer and new vegetables become available.  The lettuces will tend to 
be baby heirloom varieties, and we will start with things like- Little Gem, Buttercrunch, 
and red Romaine.  Later we’ll move into larger head lettuces like green leaf, red leaf, 
and red oak, with wild arugula and some spicy mustards thrown in.  We’ll also use both 
the arugula and the spicy mix from Woodland City, and the herbs and greens mix from 
Linda Hezel. The vegetables will begin with things like asparagus, baby white turnips, 
radishes, spring onions, and sugar snap peas, and then move into heartier things like 
purple-top turnips, candy onions, fava beans. This salad is also a great spot for edible 
blossoms, nasturtium leaves, and micro greens. To create as much interesting variety as 
possible, we’ll use a lot of varied techniques on the different vegetables including pickled 
carrots, roasted turnips, blanched sugar snap peas, and more. The dressing for this is 
Green Goddess. Like Ranch, it is a creamy, tangy dressing, but it’s loaded with fresh 
herbs (which make it green).  It has a little punch from some garlic, and some depth of 
flavor from some white anchovy.  It also contains mayo, sour cream, lemon juice, 
parsley, chives, tarragon, and oregano. Other than produce, the ingredient most 
associated with Spring is eggs. For this salad, we’ll grate a generous amount of cured 
egg yolk over the salad, so that it blankets everything with beautiful gold shavings.  
 

APPETIZERS 
 
Chicken Liver Pate 
Every year in the Spring, our farmers are loaded up with all kinds of delicious alliums 
(the onion and garlic family) This year we’re pairing the alliums with a chicken liver pate. 
The main components are Campo Lindo chicken livers and butter, along with some 
brandy and pate spice. The liver will be spread on the bottom of the plate, with the 
assorted alliums arranged on top. We’ll probably always have leeks, that we poach sous 
vide, some pickled rings of shallots, charred pearl onions, and then some kind of more 
caramelized onion, maybe grilled ramp or shallot,  or some fried garlic chips, raw spring 
onion, chives, onion or garlic blossoms, garlic scapes, etc. We’ll also take scallion tops 
and ferment them like sauerkraut, then puree that into a vinaigrette that we’ll drizzle 
around the plate. For garnish, we’re cooking chicken skins pressed between sheet pans 
until they’re crispy, then coating them with everything spice while they’re still warm so it 
can stick to them. When they cool down, we break them into irregular shards. 
 
Polenta Verde  
This dish really has only four components, and when it’s served, it’s all soft textures, and 
all the same temperature, so in a way, it can’t get much simpler than this. At the same 
time though, each of the components is special and important, and the way they 
combine creates something really beautiful. Even though it’s so simple, it’s one of the 
things I’m most excited about on this menu. The biggest component and name of the 
dish is the polenta, which is the locally grown, stone milled, Meinke (Bonner Springs, 
KS) corn. We cook it very slowly for a very long time, so it’s tender, and finish it with a 
little grana and butter. The verde part comes from folding in a chickweed pesto. 
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Chickweed is a wild, native plant with a mild, slightly nutty flavor. To preserve it, we 
process it into a pesto, bag it in small amounts and freeze it. The rest of the pesto is 
sunflower seeds, garlic, grana, olive oil, salt, pepper, and a little chile. We fold it into the 
polenta to order so it stays bright green. The egg is a raw yolk from Campo Lindo (free 
range, all natural). We warm it gently in a water bath, so it’s maybe 90-100 degrees, 
warmed through but definitely still raw.  
 
Spring Pork - Innovation 
The Soppressata is something that I’m super excited about. It is a classic Italian salumi 
product that can be done in two different styles. The one that’s better known in the 
States is a hard, fermented, product from Calabria and Apulia. The Soppressata we’re 
using is a Tuscan style, where they make a beautiful, fresh preparation from all the parts 
of a pig’s head. It’s a lot more like fromage de tete, in that it has chunks of meat, fat, and 
skin, along with seasoning and herbs, suspended in aspic. While this is something I love 
to make myself, there is a new product available that is so beautiful and right on that I 
wanted to show it off rather than make our own. In the last couple years, my friend 
Michael Beard from one of the founders and the original chef at 715 in Lawrence, moved 
on to start Meat LLC, a wholesale meat business that connects restaurants in the 
Lawrence and Manhattan areas to local producers. While he’s happy pursuing the 
butchering side of the business, he is a chef at heart, and still loves to create value 
added finished products. Michael lived in Tuscany, worked as both a cook and a butcher 
there, and went to culinary school there as well, so this product is near and dear to his 
heart.  His Soppressata is the first thing he’s released under the label Left Handed 
Butcher (he’s left handed). It started out with a bang, landing Mario Batali’s Eataly in 
New York City as his first retail customer. I don’t know of any other restaurant serving it, 
and we along with Ça Va will be the first in Kansas City to feature it. Every Tuesday, 
Michael goes to Paradise Locker Meats (Trimble, MO), where he makes the 
Soppressata himself. Whole pig heads are cooked very gently, until they’re fall off the 
bone tender, and then picked and chopped. The stock they’re cooked in is very rich and 
gelatinous, so when it’s reduced down and chilled, it sets up and is sliceable. Michael 
seasons the meat with salt, sugar, cinnamon, and nutmeg, adds garlic, parsley, and a 
little vinegar, tosses that all together, pours the reduced stock over it, and sets it in a 
mold. The pork for the Soppressata comes from Duroc pigs, a heritage breed that are 
pasture raised at Good Farms (just north of Manhattan, KS). Craig and Amy Good are 
amazing producers. To connect all the dots, this is a beautiful product from robust, 
healthy animals, raised by awesome people that I want to support, processed by 
awesome people at Paradise (the Fantasma family and their team) that I want to 
support, and cooked by another friend and awesome person that I want to support. So 
you can see why it’s a special thing that deserves our respect, even though we’re not 
making it in house.  As the great Italian-born, London-based chef Giorgio Locatelli says, 
“salumi is the voice of the people,” and if that’s true then this Soppressata speaks for our 
people and tells about our land, and it’s something to be proud of! To serve, we put the 
polenta verde in the bottom of the bowl, make a little indent in the center, then nestle the 
egg in, and top the whole thing with a slice of Soppressata. Soppressata is cool when it 
goes on, but after a few seconds in the window, with the heat lamp above and the hot 
polenta below, it softens, develops a beautiful sheen, and starts to melt. That’s how it 
should arrive to the guest, and you can encourage them to break through it and stir 
everything together. I love that this dish will show off pretty pink Soppressata, flecked 
with white and green, framed by the deeper green of the polenta. When it’s stirred all 
together, it’ll reveal the beautiful golden yolk.   
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Butter Hummus  
This dish is inspired by Middle Eastern flavors and shows off Spring items (peas, carrots, 
lamb), but is rather unique in a way that will make it feel like a Rieger dish. Butter 
hummus is a Turkish-style hummus with the usual chickpeas, tahini (sesame paste), 
garlic, and lemon that is finished with butter rather than olive oil. Having the flavors of a 
more traditional hummus, but warm and buttery, makes it really familiar and comforting 
like a nice bowl of mashed potatoes. It comes from an area that had was higher altitude 
and thus a little cooler, so there was dairy production and not olive trees, which is how it 
arose. The hummus will be served warm on a salad plate, spread more or less evenly 
across the plate. We’ll top it with a dice of carrots, cooked sous vide with a little white 
wine and honey, and blanched English peas, warmed together with a little butter, 
scattered across the hummus randomly. Next, we’ll add thin pieces of crispy fried lamb, 
that should have a little crunch on the outside but still be juicy and tender inside. We’re 
using lamb shoulder for this, sliced thinly and dusted in a little cornstarch. Once the lamb 
goes on top, we’ll drizzle around a bright green, spicy herb puree called schug. Schug 
was created by Yemeni Jews, who used spicy green chiles and bright fresh herbs that 
grew there, but combined them with spices like cardamom and caraway, that added an 
interesting and subtle exotic spin to it. Along with those spices our schug will use 
jalapenos or serranos. It’s bright and spicy like a Mexican salsa verde but with a 
distinctive Middle Eastern twist. I didn’t want to serve this with pita, because I was 
worried about keeping a fresh supply on hand, and I hate pita when it’s not fresh. 
Instead, we’ll do our house made crackers, but leave them a little bigger so they’re easy 
to scoop hummus with. 
 
Smoked Trout Toast  
Rainbow trout from Troutdale in southern Missouri is an important part of Rieger Menus, 
and this time around we’re doing it as a smoked trout salad. We’ll brine filets, then cold 
smoke them, and finish them gently in an oven, pick the meat apart into fairly large 
chunks, and dress it lightly with housemade crème frâiche, lemon juice, and a ton of 
chives. The trout is tender, and sweet, with some salty/smoky contrast, and some 
creamy, tangy flavors from the crème frâiche and lemon. All together it’s addictively 
good. We’ll butter and toast Grains Galore bread (Farm to Market, KC, MO), top it with 
the trout salad, and serve it with an assortment of beautiful crunchy radishes, tossed 
with radish sprouts and some of the radish greens whenever they’re tender and look 
good enough. It’s a refreshing, clean, start to a meal that would also make a great snack 
at the bar, or share for the table item with other apps. 
 
Bison Tartare  
This dish has been on my mind for a couple months. You know the story… a young, 
passionate cook studies and travels and learns, battles his demons, wins some 
successes, survives his heartbreaks, comes back home searching to find his own style, 
is awestruck with the beauty of the place where he was raised that he’s now able to see 
with new eyes and creates a dish that simply but beautifully expresses that terroir. 
Seriously, it’s the story of every single episode of Chef’s Table - an awesome, well-
produced show with some incredible people and food.  The Tallgrass Prairie where I 
grew up once covered most of central North America and was a vibrant and productive 
ecosystem that supported a variety of life. Next to humans, the great mammals of the 
Plains were the giant herds of North American Bison that once dominated the 
landscape. We’ve been doing a lot with bison in the last year (from KC Buffalo, Belton, 
MO), and I’m really happy with how well it’s been received. We’ve already done several 
bison preparations, including a cool raw one last year, but I’ve been really thinking about 
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how to show off the bison as simply as possible to let guests know what it really is. I 
think the raw dish last year, while delicious, was more about presentation and the other 
flavors than the bison itself. So this seeks to correct that and make the bison the star. My 
idea is to do a generous portion of finely chopped raw bison sirloin (specifically a cut 
from the sirloin called top butt), dressed lightly and served with things that contribute to, 
rather than distract, from its essence. In terms of our food chain, the bison is the top of 
the pyramid for the entire prairie ecosystem, so in a sense, it’s the ultimate expression of 
the prairie. We all know the saying that “you are what you eat,” and as many 
environmentalists, nutritionists, and chefs have pointed out, you are also what what you 
eat eats. The conception of this dish is about putting the bison back on the Prairie to 
truly taste it and understand it better. To do this, we’re pairing it with three different 
grains, which will show three different periods in the life cycle of the prairie. In this case, 
we’re serving sprouted rye, which is showing the grain as the seed that the plant grows 
from. To make it we wash the seed with a vinegar solution, to break down some of the 
seed coat, and then we leave the rye damp, but not wet, spread out between layers of 
cheesecloth at room temperature for several days until it germinates and begins to 
sprout. This does interesting things for the flavor, texture, and nutrition of the grain 
because the plant has transitioned from storing energy as starch, to converting it to 
sugar, which will be available to the plant to fuel its growth. Grain that has just sprouted 
has a much more complex flavor, and its nutritional makeup has changed and is more 
available and easy to digest. In a sense, the rye in the dish represents the young plant 
springing to life. The buckwheat on this dish is the fully mature, adult stage of the plant, 
so we’re serving buckwheat that is cooked, then dried out, and fried, so that it puffs. We 
do this for culinary reasons, to add a crunchy texture to the dish, but to me it represents 
the end of the growing season, when the grain is dry and brittle, and ready to drop. The 
spelt in this dish represents the next stage on the Prairie, which is fire sweeping through 
and burning dry grasses which, while powerful and destructive, was actually key to the 
sustainability of the prairies. The fire would kill young sapling trees that if unchecked, 
would encroach on and take over the grassland. It also removed dry stalks, leaves, and 
grains, which resulted in an equal loss to the root systems of all those plants 
underground, which would then degrade and fertilize the soil, but also leave empty 
tunnels that could allow for aeration, and for worms and grubs and other insects to 
burrow and further fertilize the soil. And finally, it deposited the remains of the plants 
back to the topsoil, returning their nutrients back to the ground. All of this was necessary 
for the next season’s grasses to flourish. The sight, smell, and sound of a Prairie fire is a 
moving thing to experience, and while it’s not native grass and not natural fires, seeing 
Kansas farmers burn the fields in the spring is one of my favorite times to drive across 
the state. I can close my eyes and see the lines of fire climbing up the hillsides in the 
distance at night and smell the char on the ground that lingers for days after the smoke 
has cleared.  It’s as much a sensory memory of spring around here as the smell and 
sounds of a thunderstorm rolling in at night, or the sight of the redbuds bursting into 
bloom that marks the time to start fishing for crappie and hunting for morels.  To evoke 
this memory, we’re cooking the spelt and then charring it hard with a torch. If we 
scorched raw grain it would crumble and be ashy, so we’re cooking it first but still putting 
a decent level of char on it, so that the impression of smoke and fire is present in the 
dish. Along with the grains, we’re also serving a legume, which would be present on the 
Prairie, contributing nitrogen to the soil, and growing alongside the grasses. In this case, 
it’s soybeans, in the form of tofu, which we use to make a mayonnaise-like emulsion 
sauce. This particular tofu is a very special product that I’ll go into more depth about on 
the gnochetti dish. To make the sauce, we’ll puree the tofu with a little poached garlic, a 
squeeze of lemon, a pinch of cayenne, and emulsify a fair amount of olive oil into it. It’s a 
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light, creamy texture, with a bright, almost white color that will look great against the 
deep red of the bison. For most tartare, or carne cruda type dishes, we would dress the 
meat with some kind of acid, some kind of fat, and generally creamy or flavorful things 
like Dijon, Worcestershire, etc. In this case, I want to hit the bison only with salt and a 
thin coating of olive oil, so that you can get the pure flavor of it, but to contrast that we’ll 
make the tofu sauce strongly flavored, bright, and acidic. We’ll also leave egg out of the 
bison dressing to keep it simple, but add egg yolk to the plate since the meat is so lean 
and is great when enriched with some yolk.  The egg yolk adds richness, and a mellow 
backdrop flavor that should accentuate the flavor of the meat, and it also represents 
some of other inhabitants on the Prairie like quail, prairie chickens, and all the others 
winged creatures that play a vital role in the ecosystem. The yolks will be cooked sous 
vide, to a temperature (63C for 1.5 hours) that thickens them slightly so that they’re 
easily pipe-able and hold their shape on the plate, but are still technically raw and quite 
runny. Along with the dots of white tofu sauce, the beautiful golden yolks will add another 
cool contrasting color. On top, we’ll sprinkle toasted sunflower seeds and sunflower 
shoots, again reflecting different stages in the lifecycle of the plants. Finally, we’ll add 
some micro amaranth, another plant native to North America that is eaten as a grain, but 
in this case used as a micro green. To me, the shoots and micros remind me of new 
grasses poking up from the ash of last year’s crop. We haven’t plated one yet, but I don’t 
want this molded or carefully arranged. I think we’ll just do the three grains in with the 
bison and a little minced shallot tossed with olive oil and spread unevenly across the 
bottom of the plate, then top it with the sunflower seeds, dot it around randomly with the 
tofu sauce and egg yolk, and scatter the two green garnishes on top. I want it to be wild, 
like the Prairie.  
 
Charcuterie 
For Spring, we’re bringing back the large format, shareable charcuterie board. It’s 
probably enough food to be a full meal for one, but I think most people will see it as a 
great starter to share across the table. It’ll be served on our footed wooden boards.  
 
Quail Ballotine 
A ballotine is a classic French charcuterie preparation that shows off some skill and 
thought, and carefully utilizes almost the whole bird. A ballotine consists of a whole bird, 
boned out entirely, and laid back into and wrapped by its skin. With bigger birds, we’ll 
grind the leg and thigh meat to make a forcemeat and lay the breast meat in as an inlay. 
But for the quail, we’ll bulk them up by adding a chicken forcemeat and stuffing that into 
the whole boneless quail, rolling it into a tight cylinder and poaching it gently until it’s 
cooked through. In France, these preparations are often served cold, without cooking 
them any further and would be known as galantines, but if you roast, sear, or fry them, to 
brown and crisp the skin, it’s then defined as ballotine. We’ll slice it into neat round discs, 
which will each be ringed with dark skin, have some of the pinkish quail meat, and a 
lighter color center of chicken forcemeat. They’re tender, juicy, and delicious. 
 
Vegetable Terrine 
While charcuterie boards are usually about meat, we always try to mix it up and do 
interesting preparations that people might not expect. Two menus ago, we had a layered 
vegetable salad that was bound with layers of Green Dirt Farm fresh cheese, and was 
really beautiful. We decided to do a play on that idea but lighten it up for Spring.  Rather 
than being equal parts cheese and vegetable, this one really is all vegetables. We cut 
things thinly and layer them into a terrine mold, where they’re covered with a vegetable 
stock that we set with agar-agar, which is derived from seaweed, so that the whole 
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terrine is vegetables held together with vegetable stock, which should give it a light clean 
flavor and a gorgeous presentation. We’ll vary the ingredients and the techniques to 
prepare them, but for the first round it will be: melted leeks, raw turnips and carrot, 
shaved red onions, grilled farmer green onions, poached wild garlic, pickled golden 
beets, mixed herbs and greens, quick pickled fennel, and grilled mushrooms. When it’s 
thoroughly chilled, we can unmold it and cut slices, showing off all the different colorful 
layers. 
 
Ham Pinwheel  
This dish is inspired by the Midwestern church potluck staple that is usually deli ham, 
cream cheese, and pickles, rolled together and sliced. Ours will be a housemade ham, 
which we’ve been making for years now, but was never of a consistency that we could 
slice it thin and roll it. We’ve been experimenting with cooking times and temperatures. 
Now we’ve got it down so it’ll be suitable for this dish. Rather than cream cheese we’ll 
use Green Dirt Farm fresh cheese, and instead of regular pickles, we will pickle carrots 
and turnips. To assemble, we lay out a sheet of sliced ham, smear it with a thin layer of 
the cheese, layer in a pickle of veg, and roll the whole thing into a tight pinwheel. When 
it’s chilled, we’ll cut slices. I think this will add a playful twist to our meat board and be 
something no one has seen on a restaurant charcuterie board, even if it’s something 
they grew up eating.  

 
Bison Tongue Pastrami 
As we’re rolling out a succession of bison dishes, it’s fun to play with different cuts, and 
here’s one we haven’t gotten to yet—the tongue. Everyone’s had pastrami and knows 
what that is, traditionally it’s made from the beef brisket, which is cured in brine with salt, 
sugar, and curing salt, and then crusted with coarsely cracked black pepper and 
coriander seed and hot smoked until it’s cooked through and tender. Pastrami is a 
beautiful meat product, and a staple in the cuisine in Jewish delis and other types of 
sandwiches that are very popular in Europe and America. We used to do beef tongue 
pastrami, which worked great in our Reuben sandwiches at lunch, so it’s not a big 
stretch to apply the same techniques and flavors to the bison tongue. People may find it 
unusual that it’s bison, and/or tongue, but when it comes down to it, it’s pastrami. The 
main flavors are the black pepper, coriander, and smoke, as well as salt and garlic that 
are in the brine used to cure it. For the charcuterie board, we’ll slice it thinly and then 
have a little pile of dark rich color of pink ringed by the black ring of spices and smoke.  
 
Rabbit Terrine 
For this terrine it’s using Rare Hare Barns (Leon, KS) rabbit and a lot of offal. To make it, 
we’ll make a forcemeat of 50/50 ground rabbit and ground pork mixed with some rabbit 
liver. Separately, we confit the hearts and kidneys, chopped them coarsely and fold them 
into the forcemeat. Because rabbit is so much leaner than a straight pork terrine would 
be, we add what’s known as a panade, which is a mix of cream, eggs, and breadcrumbs, 
mixed in with the ground meat mixture. This may sound like new, but it’s a lot like the 
milk, eggs, and breadcrumbs in every meatloaf you ever had, those just didn’t have the 
fancy French term for it. We’ll also put in some poached garlic and parsley, and pate 
spice. It should be a simple, meaty terrine with a hint of irony flavor from the offals. 
 
Lonzino  
This is an Italian style of cured whole muscle pork. Lonza would always be a pork loin 
(similar to Lomo in Spain), and Lonzino is either loin or tenderloin, which is the same 
simple cure, just a smaller cut of meat. For ours, it’s a fully trimmed whole Berkshire pork 
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tenderloin from Paradise, dry cured with salt and curing salt, then coated with ground 
Calabrian chile, garlic powder, and black pepper, wrapped in several layers of 
cheesecloth and hung in the walk in to dry for a week or so. Because the tenderloin is a 
lean cut, it’s a pretty smooth, light textured slice, similar in flavor to a Canadian Bacon, 
and in this case, the smoke comes from the chiles, not from smoking meat itself. Due to 
the Calabrian chile, this will be the spiciest thing on the charcuterie board. For the 
accompaniments, the mustard is mustard, the crackers are crackers, the only thing I 
think I need to say here is the root veg kraut is confusing because we’re not using the 
roots of beets, radish, and turnips but rather the greens we’re fermenting like sauerkraut, 
naturally fermented in our top secret basement laboratory.  
 

PASTA 
 
Foglie di Olivo  
Foglie means leaves, coming from the same Latin root word as foliage, Olivo means 
olive, so the shape and look of this pasta is like an olive leaf. We make it with fresh 
pasta dough and incorporate a spinach puree to give it a deep green color. We roll it into 
a cylinder by hand then cut into little pieces like you would for gnocchi. Then with the 
side of a bench scraper, you smash a piece down and pull towards yourself slightly, so 
that it creates a flat, oblong, somewhat leaf-like shape that curls up a little on the edges. 
For the rest of the dish, the main ingredient is probably artichoke, one of the greatest 
spring ingredients (which unfortunately doesn’t grow here), but that we usually use on 
the menu somehow nonetheless because I love them. While a lot of other Spring 
ingredients are bright and punchy, and spicy or sweet, artichoke has its own special kind 
of savory butteriness that’s a little more mellow than a lot of other vegetables, but is 
deeply satisfying and goes great with other things. My dad grew up in Southern 
California eating them and always said that the artichoke was his favorite flower.  I think 
it’s mine too. Unless I’m frying them, I usually cook artichokes the same way, which is 
poached in white wine and water with a mix of toasted fennel and coriander seeds, 
garlic, chile, and orange peel. The flavors just make sense together and work. After 
cooking, we’re also using all of those components as garnish in the dish. Alongside the 
artichoke, we’ll do pieces of braised celery, which is a distant relative and has a 
complimentary flavor, gaeta olives that are both salty and fruity, and the whole dish is 
brought together with a quick pan sauce made by mounting green garlic compound 
butter into a little splash of pasta water. We’ll use mostly green garlic but also fold in the 
more tender green leaves of wild garlic, which is a different species but has a similar 
flavor, and grows like crazy here. To garnish, in addition to the toasted spices, chile, and 
orange zest we’ve already mentioned, we’ll do a few sprigs of bronze fennel. This dish is 
vegetarian and Springy, but in a slightly heartier way than a crunchy spring salad would 
be with a meatier and deeper flavor.  
 
Gnochetti Sardi  
The name of the dish comes from a specific pasta shape that’s an extruded pasta, 
shaped like little shells. Gnochetti would mean little gnocchi, but the shape has very little 
to do with what we think of as gnocchi. In mainland Italy, a dumpling like gnocchi made 
with a potato dough is a Northern dish. Gnocchi made with semolina flour like pate 
choux, like the ones on our current menu, are from Rome in the South. While quite 
different are both pillowy and soft, not a dry extruded pasta. Very often, the Northern 
style of gnocchi were rolled and cut into cylinders, then rolled across a grooved wooden 
board, with a finger or a thumb, which smashed them slightly and gave a rigged surface 
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to the outside of them. This shape of pasta comes from Sardinia and doesn’t have any 
connection to these other types of gnocchi, but because it is grooved on its rounded 
exterior, it became known as the “little gnocchi from Sardinia” or “gnochetti Sardi” when 
it travelled to the mainland. What’s unique and intriguing about this dish is that even 
though it looks and feels creamy and cheesy, it’s actually a vegan dish, based on tofu. 
The tofu we’re using as I mentioned earlier is a special product. It is super clean, with an 
awesome texture, it is fun to break off the block in soft crumbles, easy to smash or 
puree, and it becomes nice and creamy. Realizing that I wanted to find some ways to 
use this on the menu, I threw it out there to our kitchen staff to mess around with tofu 
and see if we could come up with some ways to use it that would fit in with the rest of our 
cuisine and not strike people as being out of place. This dish is something Adam started 
playing with, using pureed tofu emulsified with some pasta water and olive oil, alongside 
garlic and black pepper, to make a dish that’s reminiscent of cacio e peppe or 
carbonara. He tried it out, and I thought it worked great. So here it is, as a vegan pasta. 
We thought about using peas, but since they’re already in the menu in a few places, we 
decided on edamame, so we’d be doing a greener, fresher soybean with a soybean curd 
product. As we toss the pasta in the sauce, we’ll add a little chile flake and parsley along 
with the garlic and a generous amount of black pepper, serve it in a shallow bowl, and 
top it with pangrattato (seasoned, toasted breadcrumbs).   
 
Tonnarelli with KC Shrimp  
Tonnarelli is the thinnest of our extruded pasta shapes that we make in house, thinner 
even than spaghetti, and with a squared off rather than rounded shape. Because it’s 
rather delicate, we pair it with pretty light flavors and other things cut into smaller shapes 
so they interact nicely with the pasta. This dish is featuring our local KC Shrimp, which 
are a Pacific brine shrimp that is farm raised in Green Valley just east of Kansas City. 
While we’ve been featuring more fresh water fish on our menus, it’s nice to have a 
sustainable shellfish option. We peel the shrimp and cut them open crosswise, so they’re 
in thin curving pieces that’ll show off their delicate texture and curl prettily when cooked. 
We pair it with some Spring vegetables all cut into fine julienne, so that they tangle and 
meld with the tonnarelli, and oyster mushrooms torn to about the same size, and a fine 
chiffonade of tender mustard greens, that will quickly wilt into the sauce, add some 
green color, and a little horseradish-like kick. It works great with the sweetness of the 
shrimp. We use the heads and the shells from the shrimp to make a stock and reduce 
that down with some white wine, cream, shallots, and garlic. We’ll strain out the shells 
and aromatics, then puree it with some fresh oregano and use that for the sauce for the 
dish. This dish will be light, pretty, and enjoyable to chew through the different textures 
while you eat it. Since our last menu didn’t utilize the shrimp heads, we’ve been 
dehydrating them and grinding them into a super savory shrimp powder.  We’ll sprinkle a 
little on top to up the umami in the dish and keep people craving it. 
 
Nettle Risotto  
While most of this menu is significantly less hearty than the foods we crave in the winter, 
this one is going to be quite rich. It starts with Italian arborio rice, cooked with onion and 
white wine like normal, and as we slowly add liquid and stir to create the creamy texture 
of risotto, we’ll use water for that cooking liquid. To order, we’ll fold in a puree of nettles, 
which are a wild foraged, native plant that grows here, sourced mostly from Thane 
Palmberg in DeSoto, KS.  They have a gorgeous, deep green color and a 
straightforward leafy vegetal flavor. The nettle puree will color the rice as it finishes 
cooking, and then we’ll fold in ham and cheese. The ham is housemade from leg meat 
that we cure and spice. It’s coated with an aggressive Cajun spice mixture and smoked, 
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so that the end result is salty, smoky, and quite spicy. The cheese is the Frisian Farm’s 
“Sneek Gouda,” which has been aged 1,000 days. It’s a pretty magical cheese that they 
describe as “Midwestern Parmesan.” It’s a Dutch-style cow’s milk cheese, which would 
normally be served much younger than this and would have a softer texture and a fairly 
mild flavor.  Aged for 1000 days though gives it an almost grana like texture, an intense 
and deeper flavor and produces the salty Tyrosine crystals that give long-aged cheeses 
like parmesan their distinctive crunch. This dish is as simple as that: rice, nettle, ham, 
cheese. Since each of them are delicious ingredients, we’ll have some very comforting 
and satisfying texture, a beautiful presentation of deep green, pretty pink, and milky 
white, that will suggest spring, until they eat it, and realize it’s heavy! 

 
Braunschweiger Culetti di Farfalle  
Farfalle is the bowtie-shaped pasta, and Culetti di Farfalle is a plump, filled pasta that 
resembles it. The idea from this dish comes from my consigliere, Dave Crum. From the 
first time we sat at table 16 and ate a pound or so of braunschweiger together, Dave has 
been trying to get me to put it in pasta. Since we always had it on the bar menu I never 
wanted to use it in a pasta too, but now that it’s off the bar menu, Dave reminded me of 
the idea and I thought maybe it was time. While it sounded delicious, it didn’t sound 
much like Spring, so Dave said, just throw some peas and asparagus with it and it’ll be 
Springy. He was right. The pasta itself is a fresh dough we make with semolina flour and 
a high proportion of egg yolks so it has a rich golden color. It is filled with Paradise locker 
meats braunschweiger that we whip with mascarpone and pass through a tamis like we 
used to do for the braunschweiger mousse. It’s smooth and creamy, but with a rich meat 
flavor and a fairly strong taste of liver. Along with the pasta, we’ll add a mix of sautéed 
local mushrooms, blanched asparagus and peas, whole grain mustard, and a little 
cream.  

ENTREES 
 
Campo Lindo Poussin  
Campo Lindo (Lathrop, MO) is a producer that we usually source both eggs and 
chickens from, and this year for spring, we’re using poussin. Poussin is the French word 
for a young, tender chicken, which back in the day was a seasonal, spring item.  Our 
friends at Campo Lindo Farm process these a couple weeks earlier than their regular 
birds, and they do this especially for us and our specifications, so this is a special 
product. For this, it’ll be boned out so that there is one wing joint and the leg bone but all 
other bones are removed.  We brine the poussin so that they are juicy and well-
seasoned.  We’ll cook it skin side down with a technique Italians call “sotto mattone,” or 
“under a brick,” so that the bird gets pressed out very evenly, which does two things for 
us.  It creates maximum contact between the skin and the hot pan so that you end up 
with a large proportion of very crispy skin, and it presses the meat into an even layer so 
that it cooks quickly and evenly and you don’t have to over-cook and dry out the breast 
in order to get the thigh cooked through. This is a delicious way to prepare chicken, and 
it’s easy to make a simple pan sauce after making it. We’ll pull out the poussin and rest it 
on the rack skin side up so it stays nice and crispy, and deglaze the pan with a little 
white wine, scraping up all the brown bits that are stuck to the bottom so we can capture 
all the deliciousness. We reduce that wine for a few seconds, then add chicken stock, 
and finish with a little butter. On the plate, we’ll serve a mound of strawberry rhubarb 
panzanella, cut the poussin into the quarters, stack it on top, and drizzle the jus on and 
around it. We’ll top with crunchy sliced radishes, tossed with whole leaves of chervil, and 
chive sticks. Panzanella is a Tuscan bread salad, traditionally served in the summertime 
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and made with ripe and juicy tomatoes. To do a spring version, we thought of using 
strawberry and rhubarb. Because rhubarb is so sour, most desert recipes using it call for 
equal parts rhubarb and sugar. However, for this savory dish, we’re able to create a nice 
balance of sweetness from strawberries and saba, salt, and the acidity of rhubarb, so 
that it makes a bright and interesting side dish, that’s reminiscent of strawberry rhubarb 
pie but could possibly be mistaken for a desert. The bread is day old ciabatta, cut or torn 
into large hunks and dried a little in the oven, which is then tossed with pureed cooked 
rhubarb, and cut up strawberries, sliced red onion, basil, parsley, and garlic, then 
dressed heavily with saba (unfermented grape must cooked down and aged like 
balsamic vinegar) and olive oil. The panzanella will be served room temperature and will 
be warmed up slightly by the chicken resting on it and the jus drizzled around on top of 
it. This is a lot more interesting than your average chicken dish, with beautiful crispy 
golden brown and delicious skin, tender juicy meat, and a unique take on a familiar side 
dish. 

 
Whole Fried Catfish  
As on the past few menus, we’re trying to keep pushing catfish as a sustainable fish 
option that people should think of in a fine dining setting, not just at soul food restaurants 
and hokey-sounding places in Branson.  It’s a versatile fish that is historically important 
here in the Midwest and was served in the Rieger as early as 1921.  It belongs here.  
We’re working on getting a whole, head on, skinless fish, of a consistent size, but for the 
first week they’ll be headless. We’re doing a tempura batter that’s made with our local 
cornmeal instead of flour, and the vodka like we do in our normal tempura.  This 
produces a clean and very crunchy crust that is a little more refined than the breaded 
catfish at most places.  With the catfish, we’re doing the familiar sides of beans and 
slaw, but the menu just says “heirloom beans,” so that we can use different types.  At 
first it’ll be vaquero beans from Rancho Gordo, but when we go through those, we’ll be 
switching to some varieties grown in western Kansas.  They’re similar to Rancho Gordo 
(heirloom varieties, organically grown, supporting small family farms), but have a lot 
smaller carbon footprint, so I want to work them into our menu.  We’ll cook them simply 
with onion, garlic, bay and water, and then puree about half of them and fold it back in, 
so you get some texture and appearance of whole beans, but they aren’t soupy and 
don’t roll and slide around on the plate.  The slaw will be with green and red cabbages, 
and then a lot of spring vegetables like carrots, sweet onions, scallions, fennel, etc. and 
a lot of herb.  We’ll make it fairly spicy with both fresh jalapenos and a little cayenne.  
We’ll dress it with a little mayo, but a lot of vinegar and oil too, so it is a bit creamy, but 
still bright and sharp to contrast with the fried fish.  To plate, we’re going into a large 
coup bowl with the beans spread across the bottom.  We’ll cut the fish crosswise so we 
can stand it up the two cut surfaces down.  We’ll scatter the slaw over and around it so 
that we can use both the beans and the slaw to help keep the fish upright.  It’ll look like a 
tail of a fish that’s diving into water, and a head of a fish poking up out of the water, with 
a neutral base of beans, and bright colorful slaw around it.  We’ll garnish with a charred 
half lemon. 
 
Layered Crepes  
The vegetarian entrée this time around is basically a savory version of a crepe cake.  
We’ll make a thousand or so crepes, then cut and layer them with sunflower seed and 
local pecan butter, stacking them up to fill a hotel pan like a lasagna.  The “butter” uses 
the tender, slightly sweet Missouri Northern Pecans, and nutty, salty sunflower seeds 
ground together to a consistency like smooth peanut butter.  We’ll alternate thin layers of 
crepe and nut butter so that the finished dish is tall, tightly packed and sliceable with a 
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pleasantly delicate texture that’s fun to slice through with a knife or fork.  We’ll cut it into 
diamond shapes, and then heat it to order in the oven.  While the crepes and filling are 
delicious and satisfying with a good amount of protein, they are a bit one-dimensional in 
terms of flavor.  To wake it up a bit, we’ll dress whole leaves of vibrant, bright parsley 
heavily with lemon juice and olive oil, and top it with that so that the dressing spills down 
over the crepes. On the side, we’ll do sautéed greens (a mix of the best of whatever we 
have available, including Thane spinach, mustard greens, young, tender kale, beet tops, 
turnip tops, young collards, etc.) with some spice and depth of flavor from smoked fresno 
chiles and sliced garlic.  For the other side, we’ll brown off meaty local mushrooms 
(including morels when we have them) with a little garlic and shallot.  This is a unique 
vegetarian option that has a real, protein-based, center of the plate item, a variety of 
colors and textures, and isn’t just a collection of sides. 
 
KC Strip  
In keeping with the general direction our menu is moving in – smaller, healthier portions, 
encouraging sharing of lots of smaller dishes instead of tucking into one giant one per 
person, being more versatile for people on different budgets, and very importantly, 
reducing food waste, we’re doing a strip dish that’s half as much meat and a lot less fat 
than we’ve been doing.  We trim a striploin of almost all the fat cap, and then split it 
lengthwise in thirds.  We cut 6 oz. portions from those thirds, which will be grilled to 
order and then sliced and fanned out.  For the set, we’re bringing back an old school 
British staple – the trencher.  A trencher is large, flat piece of bread that is hollowed out 
a bit to form a shallow trench.  It’s usually toasted or dried out, and then served 
underneath grilled or roasted meats where it catches and drinks up all their lovely juices.  
Because we aren’t going to take the fat cap off a striploin and throw it in the trash, which 
would be a sin, we will grind and render it.  With the delicious beef fat we render, we’ll 
brush the trenchers and mark them on the grill so they complement the grilled flavor of 
the steak. We’ll also use it to cook a duck egg (Honeydel Farm, LFK) sunny side up in it.  
When the steak is cooked we’ll rest it on top of the trencher until it’s fired, so that we 
capture any juices that leak out.  We’re calling ours an asparagus trencher because we 
will smear the hollowed out portion with asparagus pesto that we make from blanched 
asparagus stems, garlic, chili, olive oil and grana padano.  On top of that we’ll lay 
several spears of grilled.  We’ll put the trencher a little bit back from the center of the 
plate, and then fan the sliced beef across the front of it, leaning on it, but not covering it 
up.  The duck egg will go on top of the trencher so that as it’s cut into the yolk runs into 
everything else and it all mingles and continues to get more delicious.  We’ll cover it all 
with a shower of finely chopped, beautiful oniony, green chives.  There isn’t a sauce per 
say, but the two best simple but satisfying quick sauces are meat drippings and egg 
yolk, and this has plenty of both. 
 
Rabbit Pie  
For spring we’re doing a Rare Hare Barns rabbit dish that will be meaty and satisfying 
but still has some light flavors and spring vegetables that should make it seem at home 
on the menu.  This is a meat pie that will be completely encased in a savory crust and 
presented whole, unmolded.  It should not be confused with the rabbit pot pie of days 
gone by that lives on in early Rieger menu lore. The crust is made with both rendered 
leaf lard and duck fat, so it will be a delicious golden brown pastry even before it soaks 
up the flavors from the filling.  For the filling we mix a lot of shredded, cooked rabbit meat 
with tender spring vegetables like onions, peas, carrots, turnips and turnip (or other) 
greens, all enriched with a flavorful velouté we make from rabbit stock thickened with 
roux, and finished with some rabbit livers pureed into heavy cream.  Because of the 
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vegetables, including a good amount of herbs in the mix, and the fact that rabbit meat 
itself is tender, mildly flavored and very lean, the overall dish will still be light in spite of 
the fact that it is a lot of meat and starch. The presentation here will be very simple.  A 
pie on a plate, with one joint of a foreleg sticking up out of the top of the pie through vent 
hole, and some chevil sprigs on top! 
 

SIDES 
 

Warm Potato Rolls  
This is Kara grandmother’s recipe. They’re great economy because they use old 
mashed potatoes. The last time we made them was for The American’s holiday party, 
and Kara gave me one when they were hot out of the oven, brushed with butter and 
topped with sea salt. They were so good like that, I want to share that with our guests. 
It’ll be two to an order.  
 
Local Polenta 
You have heard about the local Meinke polenta that we get through Jim Crum (their 
neighbor).  This is a side of it mixed with Sarah Hoffmann’s signature cheese at Green 
Dirt Farm, the funky, stinky, oozy and delicious washed rind, sheep’s milk farmstead 
cheese that we all know and love.  The Bossa will melt into the polenta, and together, 
they’ll have a strong almost fruity, earthy funk of an aroma.  We’ll top them with toasted 
Missouri black walnuts for a little crunch. 
 
Grilled Asparagus 
Since asparagus is one of the most sought-after spring vegetables, and plays so nicely 
with other ingredients, we’re using it in a few things on this menu.  I think it’s too good 
not to offer as a side though, so here it is, simply grilled and topped with light, tangy 
sauce gribiche.  One of my favorite accompaniments to vegetables, fish or meat, sauce 
gribiche is an egg based emulsion sauce that is made with cooked egg rather than raw 
(like mayo is).  It’s got all the components of a tartar sauce:  shallot, cornichons, capers, 
herbs, but is chunkier, and has a pretty strong tarragon flavor.  It’s like an awesome egg 
salad that’s used as a sauce. 
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